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I have been asked to write the story about Morendo Hanover, a six year old brown 
Standardbred gelding.  He is well bred. His sire is Jate Lobell and he is out of an Albatross 
mare. A lot of hope went into that breeding cross. Morendo did race, but only 14 times. 
Those 14 races won him over 30,000. So when he raced, he raced with all his heart. 

 
Morendo was donated to The Harness Horse Retirement and Youth Association in 

December of 2000. I am the CNY Placement Coordinator and it was at that time that 
Morendo Hanover came into my life and into so many others and we will be forever grateful. 
He had developed severe osteomyelitis in his left front and had a 1% chance of survival. 
Our hope was to make him as comfortable as possible for as long as possible, or until the 
pain became so intense that he did not want to continue. 
 

I need to begin with an explanation of where my life was then, as Morendo helped 
me as much I think as I helped him. He also made me realize that when you have hope, 
determination and a village of support you may be able to witness a miracle. 
 

I have been around horses all my life, show horses, pleasure horses, hunters and 
jumpers. Leaving a regular job I went back to school to get my degree in Standardbred 
Racing and Management at Morrisville College. I wanted to make a living being around 
horses, it seemed to be part of my soul. For ten years my now x-husband Ed and I operated 
our own racing and training stable at Pocono Downs. We did quite well and it was probably 
the happiest time in many ways of my life. One of the most difficult occasions that I had 
though was what to do when horses for whatever reason, age, lameness, or lack of racing 
talent could no longer race. 
 

I watched and wondered on many a Qualifying day, horses being loaded onto stock 
trailers, packed like sardines to destinations unknown. I couldn’t help but think of the trains 
to concentration camps, and how even I stood by and watched it happen. 
 

I lost many a night’s sleep and have tried to find some of my old campaigners since 
but to no avail. Their identities, their racing accomplishments, their beauty and courage 
erased forever. 
 

One day our primary client was killed by a drunk driver. He was as much a father 
and friend to us as he was a business associate. Ed and I found ourselves desperately 
trying to hold onto our dreams, our stable, and our marriage and adjust to the fact that I was 
pregnant. 
 

Since then the business failed, the marriage failed, the dream receded and I 
became a single mom of a wonderful child named Brett. Love for my son and survival 
became my primary focus and horses became a memory. I missed them deeply and felt that 
a large part of me had been cut away. Just how large a part I did not know until now. 
 

I started working for a vet as a receptionist as small animals filled my apartment and 
horse pictures covered my walls.  I became involved with a man, a district manager for 
Kraft. He was not at all horsey, but beneath his alcoholism and his addition to cigarettes he 
had a good heart. He never seemed to be able to find happiness and in May of 1999 he was 
diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer and given 3-6 months to live. He died in my arms in 
three. 
 

I tried to return to my life as it was and thought I was doing OK. But in January of 
2000 I found myself in intensive care, with tubes coming out of me everywhere, waiting for 
an open lung biopsy. I knew I had been ill, just how ill I had no idea. I had been admitted 
with a severe headache, they thought it might be a tumor or Blood clot. What it was 
Bronchiolitis Obliterans with Organizing Pneumonia. Basically it is an autoimmune disease. 
For God knows what reason, your body starts to see your lung as foreign tissue and starts 
to obliterate it. The effects are described as a sheet of cotton being dragged across your 
lungs. Less than 30 % of oxygen that I was trying to breathe in was getting to my body. My 
pulse was 150 and my respirations were 60 breaths per minute. I found out later I had 
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almost died.  There were long months that followed. I found myself quite ill, depressed, 
financially desperate, lost and on high doses of prednisone to suppress my immune system. 
My family was a great support but most of my life had drastically changed. 
 

I had worked all my life, had faced many challenges and hardships, but mostly I had 
always been well. Without your health, discussing the mountains of life is difficult enough, 
climbing them seems out of the question.  For the next ten months I attended 
Cardiopulmonary Rehab. I basically had to learn to breathe again. My chest hurt and my 
oxygen diffusion rate was only 50% of normal.   

 
In the fall I started to feel a little better. I was still on prednisone, but the chest pain 

was tolerable and I was only short of breath on exertion. I started to feel like I might be able 
to leave the dark woods behind.  It was then that I made a very important call, one that 
would change my life. I made a phone call to Anne McCloskey, the director of The Harness 
Horse Retirement and Youth Association. Anne and the Association had been one of the 
few sources of peaceful retirement for Standardbreds. Ed and I had donated a couple of the 
horses that we had to the program when their racing days were no longer plausible. I knew 
that they were safe with her. She was compassionate, honest and professional and I wish 
all the horses we had trained had gone that route. I felt that I had let the others down. 
Perhaps I could step back into a new life by helping retiring or lame or untalented (racing 
wise) find a new life as well. This was an alternative to the working world of The Amish, 
slaughter or the unending private sales down the drain, all ending at the same place. “The 
Last Ride”. 
 

Anne said that she did not have a representative in CNY and that I “was IT” if I 
wanted it and welcomed me back into the Horse Business. I wasn’t sure that I wanted to be 
“it”. I had just wanted to help out. I was certainly not sure that I would be capable physically 
of taking care of horses nor that it would be good for my health at this time. But I kept 
thinking of the horses and it was volunteer so if I couldn’t handle it I could just pull out. 
Right? I became the CNY Placement Coordinator for The Harness Horse Retirement and 
Youth Association. 
 

Since I lived in an apartment, I would have to find a place to board them while in my 
Foster Care until I could find safe, loving homes. I contacted and met with the Director of 
Stalls at The New York State Fairgrounds and planned on keeping them there.  I met a 
wonderful woman who was the co President of The NY Chapter of The Standardbred 
Pleasure Horse Association, Tina Bombardo,and we became great friends. We were open 
for business. 
 

I was tapering off prednisone, was still in Cardiopulmonary rehab but I was 
frustrated with just jogging and eager to start my training miles.  It was then that the rug of 
health got pulled again. It started with a slight pain in my chest when I lifted 5# weights. I 
dropped to 2#, still had the pain. Then my knees started to hurt when I was doing The 
Stairs. Then my hips hurt when I walked. One morning I awoke in so my pain I could barely 
move. A new problem had arrived. Diagnosis- Steroid induced myopathy. I was told that the 
high and long term doses of prednisone had actually caused some muscle and bone 
damage and all the months of working out while on high doses of pred. had actually 
aggravated the problem. I had trouble picking up a pencil more or less a pitchfork. I was in 
pain all the time and lived on pain medication. I went to Physical therapy three times a week 
and a TENS Unit became one of my best friends. 

 
But I was IT, I was The Volunteer CNY Placement Coordinator for The Harness 

Horse Retirement and Youth Association. An alternative to slaughter, an alternative to 
Amish Hardwork. I had horses coming in. It was then that I knew I needed help. It was then 
that the village started to grow. 
 

My mother has been a wonderful support all my life and continued to be although 
I’m sure she did not think that this horse thing was good for my health. My son was a joy 
and seemed proud to be involved in The Endeavor. The Director Anne McCloskey and my 
SPHO friend Tina Bombardo were very supportive and probably the only two horse people 
that I informed of my health problems. I was becoming pretty good at camouflaging the pain 
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but also knew that it couldn’t be denied. I needed to find Foster Homes. My dream of being 
able to take care of them myself seemed evasive. I needed to find competent, caring 
boarding facilities that would take good care of them until placed in approved homes but 
ones that would be willing to charge what HHRYA could afford. Again the village expanded 
to include primarily three foster homes. Diane and Wayne Renfer, Lisa Leogrande and Milt 
Hart.  The horses started coming in and I found myself spending a lot of time on the phone 
coordinating but the pain still made moving difficult and traveling next to impossible. My 
breathing seemed better but I still became short of breath very easily. I remember the first 
time I tried to brush a horse in the beginning of December. The cold of the barn hurt my 
lungs and it was very painful to raise my arm. This was not what I had planned.  But by this 
time we already had half dozen horses in the program with several adoptions pending 
approval. 

 
It was then that Morendo Hanover came into the program, into my life and into the 

lives of many.  I received a call from Tina. There was a trainer at Vernon that had a horse 
that he was considering donating but he wanted me to see him first. Sitting in a car and 
being out in the elements was very difficult and I tried to limit my mobility to Physical 
therapy, going to the foster homes and meeting and checking the farms of possible 
adopters.  I really did not look forward to driving almost an hour each way in the winter. Just 
how bad could this horse be? The trainer had said it was either HHRYA or euthanasia. 
 

The first horse that had come into our program was a beautiful brown gelding that 
was quite lame. The owner had said that there were some coffin bone problems. As I was 
concerned about the degree of possible rotation and a graver prognosis, we had him x-
rayed.  $400.  Later we still had a lame horse with no definitive diagnosis. I felt bad that the 
first horse had already cost HHRYA almost as much as we ask for a donation on adoption. 
Tina said this horse was worse. 
 

The drive to Vernon would take some preparation. My mother offered to drive, as 
she would continue to do through most of the winter. My massage seat and TENS unit were 
essential. Enough pain medication to cut the pain but not too much as to loose my focus 
and concentration and of course there was a blizzard. 
 

The barn was cold as most barns are in Upstate NY in the dead of winter, but as I 
looked up and down the stalls all the horses seemed content. None had a face as one might 
anticipate of one who was critically ill. I met the trainer and his family and they were 
wonderful, obviously very caring and compassionate people.  He said that this horse was 
special, as close to human as they come and he had been around a lot of horses. They had 
spent a lot of time and money on Morendo already on antibiotics, pain medication, and joint 
flushing and had probably spent more money on stable supplies than groceries. But 
reserves in energy, time and money were running low. But he felt the horse was not ready 
to die. He had been explaining what had been going on in front of a stall with a beautiful 
brown gelding. He had been playing with us through the bars and was very friendly. When 
he started opening that door, I thought it was a mistake. This couldn’t be the horse I had 
come all this way to see. Not one who had acted so normal and content. My gaze left his 
beautiful brown eyes and I found myself staring at his left front foot. I was shocked and I 
have seen that face on many people since then.  I pulled together my professionalism, 
closed my lower jaw and said, “I’ve never seen anything like this before”. 
 

The infection in Morendo’s foot had probably started sometime in November, moved 
up the hoof and virtually exploded out of the coronary band. The fleshy part above the hoof 
was the size of a child’s bike tire and hot enough to fry an egg on. He held his leg out in 
front of him with his ankle almost touching the ground. The trainer said he wanted to bring 
him out on crossties. I honestly didn’t want him to move him anywhere. I was sure he would 
break his ankle if he even tried to step on it. Yet willingly Morendo hopped out of his stall. 
He walked like a dog that had had a front leg amputated. The crossties were only right 
outside his stall but it was agonizing watching him move. His leaping was so high that he 
almost didn’t clear the overhead beam above his stall door. However Morendo acted like it 
was more of an inconvenience than the life threatening condition all signs pointed to. It was 
obvious how much the trainer and his family cared about him and how much they had 
already put into trying to turn the condition around. I sensed he was at the end of his ropes 
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Prologue:   
 
This story was written from 
December 2000 to 
September 2001. 
 
Another year passed until 
Morendo’s condition stabilized 
enough to be adopted.  There 
was a time when bony shards 
from the refusion process of 
the bones in his foot worked 
their way up through the 
surface of his coronary 
causing extensive bleeding 
and several emergencies 
situations where the bleeding 
needed to be controlled. He 
also had a deep infusion of 
antibiotics placed deep in the 
wound by mixing the antibiotic 
with bone cement and sterilely 
injected it to the most infected 
site by a veterinarian. Through 
all these setbacks and 
successes, his circle of 
admirers continued to grow 
and teach us all the power of 
hope… 
 
As of May 2006, Morendo 
Hanover has been adopted 
and is living in Texas with 
Helen Davidson. 

but sincerely did not want to euthanize him. He said he was a fighter. Morendo ate a carrot 
as I realized that it would be impossible to save this horse, but that maybe we could 
continue where Joe left off and make his as comfortable as possible for as long as we could 
and as long as Morendo seemed like he wanted to continue to live. 

 
I contacted Anne, the Director of HHRYA and told her of the gravity of Morendo’s 

situation. She was great as usual HHRYA was going to give it a try.  I called Joe and told 
him that HHRYA would be assuming responsibility.  Because Morendo was so lame Joe 
agreed to become a temporary foster home for Morendo until he could if ever be moved.  
Because of his young daughter Joe did not want him buried there.  Thankfully he was willing 
to continue his care with HHRYA assuming the financial and decision-making 
responsibilities.  

 
I called one of the vets that had been working on his case and informed her of the 

change. I must have seemed naïve and overly optimistic to her. I asked her about whether 
we should get a culture done and the possibility of amputation and prosthesis. She was 
quite short with me and reminded me that she was the vet and the one that should be 
making the veterinary decisions. We had x-rays taken and continued the antibiotics and 
Bute, adding a DMSO and Gentocin topical ointment, at the recommendation of another vet. 
 

The x-rays were as bad as we thought they would be.  As far as helpful veterinary 
advice and support, I realized that I would be flying solo. No one seemed to be willing to 
offer any real help, especially as a donation. It seemed they pretty much believed that there 
was just no chance. Even the x-ray report from Cornell came back with very little 
encouragement or advise.  They saw the x-rays. I saw the horse.  The only option they felt 
would be possible would be prostheses at considerable expense and stress on the horse, 
and they did not do amputations and prosthetics there.    
 

For the next two months Joe continued to take care of him, I called him every week. 
Sometimes he would say that he thought that there was a little improvement. I could sense 
the wishing in his voice. Helen Davidson, who was studying Equine massage and herbal 
treatments, went once a week to give him a massage. and I checked on him every two 
weeks.  Morendo was in pain but at no time did the pain appear to be unbearable. He 
continued to have a decent appetite and attitude. 
 

When the bills started coming in from Joe and the vets, it became obvious that this 
horse could possibly exhaust a lot of HHRYA’s funds. A special shoe had to be made to try 
to bring his leg into a more normal alignment. Because of the lack of attachment of the deep 
flexor tendon, when Morendo did rest his leg or try to bear any weight, it was down close to 
his ankle. The shoe took 2 hrs to make, two hrs to adjust and put on and cost over $100. 
But it gave him a little lift, and us a little hope. 
 

I knew that Joe would only be able to take care of Morendo until the end of 
February. At this time he would begin to have more horses coming in for training.  I had to 
move Morendo. The decision as to where to move him and how was one of the most difficult 
I have made. There were so many issues to consider. We had a foster home down the road. 
It was less than 10 miles away. One of the factors I had to consider was that Morendo was 
still leaping up when he walked; He would not be able to clear the beam on the top of the 
door to the stall.  He demanded a lot of care and I did not want to burden one person with it. 
It was also still the dead of winter and he couldn’t be buried there either. I had another foster 
home in Parish, but it was a considerably longer way. I lost a couple of nights sleep over 
this, and I have to say that the primary reason that I decided to move him to Parish was that 
he could be buried there even in the winter. I had already talked to someone that had a plow 
and a backhoe. I knew that either foster home would have taken good care of him, but if he 
had to be shipped, he might as well go to where he could rest in peace and not end up in a 
truck being carted off.  
 

I had had trouble breathing and had chest pain in February and my doctor had 
ordered an immediate CAT scan. Bronchiolitis Obliterans with Organizing Pneumonia had 
returned, and I went back on prednisone. The prednisone oddly enough helped the general 
pain through out my body but the cold aggravated my breathing and Capital Oxygen 
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delivered a Nebulizing machine. But there was no way that I was not going to be there to 
ship Morendo. A good friend, Leah Greene, who also adopted a Standardbred offered to go 
with me as she would often through the coming months. 
 

The trip from Vernon to Parish would take 45 minutes under ordinary conditions. 
This was not ordinary. How were we going to load him? Even if he were able to hop up into 
a trailer, he surely had not learned how to hop backwards. A two horse with a ramp would 
help him get in if we could park it close enough to the barn, but again we couldn’t get him 
out. I decided to use a stock trailer. This way we could turn him around to unload him. We 
devised a ramp and without much hesitation Morendo hopped on three legs into the trailer. I 
was very surprised. This horse was indeed tough as nails. Our shipper Milt was kind enough 
to follow my wishes of going only about 30 mph and stopping often. The ship took almost 
two hours, but I remember that the sun came out on the way and we all hadn’t seen that for 
quite a few months. 
Milt and Morendo seemed annoyed by my stops after a while and since I was traveling right 
behind him and could see him, we went for it. I was so nervous. A vet that had been working 
with the Association was on call. In case he went down in the trailer, broke his leg or started 
experiencing intense pain he could put him down. 
 

I’ll never forget seeing Morendo come off that trailer. He would take a few hop 
steps, rest, and then go on. But his biggest problem seemed to be that he had to go to the 
bathroom, as his penis hung low and wavy. Sure enough as soon as he got into his stall, 
that’s what he did. A trip that had frightening me so much, he took as just another day in the 
life of a racehorse. 
 

Since Parish was closer to me than Vernon, 45 min. instead of over an hour, I 
started caring for his treatments. He was still quite lame; his coronary band was still hot and 
swollen. There were about three drain holes each with a little drainage. He had a few bed 
sores, he was thin but not in an unhealthy way. His attitude was good and his eyes were 
warm and curious. He loved attention and carrots. His other three hooves still had shoes on 
and his toes were getting very long. He was indeed in critical condition.  
 

We decided to take more x-rays to see if there had been any change in the bone. 
We were hoping that there would be some recalcification. Or at best a fusing of what was 
left. I called the vet and when he saw Morendo I knew that he had no hope. We took 
pictures but he felt the horse was in pain and said that he had seen horses with this kind of 
infection, but usually the barn call was for euthanasia. 
 

I was on my way to a Hospice Grief write Group when I got the phone call from the 
vet informing me that the X-rays looked terrible. There was no regrowth of bone, if anything 
there had been more deteriation.  Obviously not the news that I had hoped for or expected. 
Spending time around Morendo, I felt that this horse just didn’t want to give up; he was not 
ready for the needle, at least not yet.  
 

Being the CNY Placement coordinator, I could make that call.  A call to Anne could 
end it all; everyone would understand that we had done our best. I talked about this at the 
Hospice Meeting. This feeling that we were playing God, that Morendo did not have a say. 
Was he indeed ready to die? Who were we to determine that it was hopeless, when the 
horse himself seemed to try so hard? The vet had said to call when the ground thawed. That 
was the second week in March. 
 

It had been one of the worst winters on record, and in Parish, NY it was worse.  
Diana and Wayne often came home to frozen pipes and snow so deep that shoveling to the 
paddocks was very difficult. It seemed so hard to understand why Morendo would survive 
through such an awful winter only to be put down when the crocuses came out. I remember 
sitting in Morendo’s stall one day thinking what a great pair we made. I couldn’t breath, got 
tired very quickly and my chest still hurt when I breathed and Morendo who couldn’t walk. 
But no matter how much pain you could assume that Morendo was in there was never a 
time when he did not seem to believe that every day was worth it, that life itself was worth 
living no matter how inconvenient or hopeless it appeared. There was also something very 
strange when I was with him. For a short period of time, my pain was less; I was in a certain 
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mode of peacefulness. If he could be so serene in this bad of shape then anything seemed 
bearable. It was that day that I decided that Morendo was not going down, not on my shift! 
 

Even if the treatments and the decisions I made proved only palliative they were 
made in the belief that he was going to live. (at least so he could enjoy some sunshine!).  I 
started lowering his Bute to two tabs a day; I bought some Redglow because he was 
anemic. I put him on weight builders and calf mana for the protein and the calcium.  I started 
soaking him with Epsom salts and used an antipholigistine poultice with the topical DMSO 
and Gentocin. I took him off antibiotics.  
 

He started to eat better and we tried to keep his blanket off more and work on his 
bedsores. I went up every other day. The poultice could be left on for 48 hrs. Leah or my 
mother usually drove me, because the treatments were so exhausting I wouldn’t have been 
able to drive home. We had to heat the water, hold his leg in the bucket, apply the DMSO 
and Gentocin.heat the antipholgistine poultice, wrap it with saran wrap, vetwrap and then 
cover it with a feedbag. The foot itself was very heavy, especially with the shoe on. It was 
hard to hold it and wrap it at the same time. I don’t know what I would have done without my 
mother and Leah that March and April. I knew that they knew I would go anyway, but it sure 
was easier when they went with me. When I would leave the barn I felt a sense of peace, 
happiness that I was doing something to help him. And for a brief period I forgot how badly I 
felt. For the first time I realized why my boyfriend insisted on playing softball, even when he 
was dying. I used to give him such a hard time and so did his doctors, but I realize now how 
important it is to have moments when you’re not thinking about your health or really a lack of 
it. 
 

For the rest of March I didn’t contact the vet, I did send the x-rays to another vet. 
They came back again with a grave prognosis, saying that the condition is usually 
progressive and results in the ultimate demise of the animal. I decided not to tell Morendo. 
 

I looked into prosthetics and decided that if there was no other choice I would try to 
raise the money. But I wasn’t sure Morendo wanted to go to a vet hospital, hang on a sling 
and face such an ordeal. He seemed content in his own way. His spirit was his greatest 
healing power, if he lost that he might lose his desire to keep trying. 
 

So March and April began the marathon that was driven by my desire to save 
Morendo or at least keep him as comfortable as possible without hopefully killing me. Every 
other day I went up, soaked his foot and changed his poultice. I felt like a nurse in the 
revolutionary war, trying to do the best I could with limited resources while realizing that my 
patient was probably dying. I tried to pull off his shoes while he was lying down. Because he 
was unable to bear any weight on his left front it was impossible to pick up his three other 
feet, even to clean them out, more or les trim then. One day we even tried to catch him lying 
down with the farrier having coffee inside the house. I would go out every 10 minutes in 
hopes of finding him lying down, and then I would call them on my cellphone and sit on his 
head while Allan trimmed it. It didn’t work. I wasn’t strong enough to hold him down. He got 
up as soon as Allan walked in. 
 

The fact that he was down to 2 bute instead of 4 didn’t seem to make a big 
difference in his lameness and his appetite was much better and he started gaining weight. 
Helen Davidson continued to give him weekly massages and prayer lines started in many 
different areas. One prayer line went from here to Chicago. A retired lady on Social Security 
in Kentucky who had heard about Morendo from Anne would send me encouraging letters 
and money for carrots. 
 

The area around the coronary band was so large that it took a whole tub of poultice 
each time, each tub cost $25. and I was going through at least 2 a week. I used at least 3 
rolls of vetwrap, and I was living on disability. Even though HHRYA was very supportive, 
they were already paying for his medications and board. I did not want the decision as to 
whether to keep trying to be based on finances; I wanted it to be Morendo’s. Everyone who 
saw the horse, who looked into his eyes and not just at his foot or the x-rays could sense 
how much he wanted to live. He was almost human, teaching us how much to value life 
each day, because you don’t know how many you have left. There was no other choice but 
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to continue. Somehow I would find the strength and the money. 
 

Morendo had been on stall rest since December. Because of the intense 
treatments, I did bring him out of his stalls to crossties, where we would brush him and feed 
him carrots. He loves carrots!  I would give the area some air and keep his blanket off for a 
while. His bedsores were healing and Diana said that he didn’t lie down as much. The 
treatments seemed to increase more and more the amount of purulent drainage coming 
from the open areas. The area seemed less hot and somewhat smaller. 
 

One day when we were working on him I noticed that for a fleeting second he 
picked up his other leg, while keeping the left on the ground. That means he was willing to 
bear some weight on it. I was awe struck. During April he started bearing more and more. I 
was able to pick up his hind feet to clean them. As the weather improved we held him closer 
and closer to the barndoor as we did his treatments so he could look out. He started to hop 
less and actually limp instead. The special shoe was becoming lose and he still needed 
trimming on all three others. Secondary problems had always been looming over our heads. 
We had kept him away from colic, got more weight on him and kept the infection from going 
systemic. We watched his temp and appetite every day. If he was human he probably would 
have had his leg amputated and been in a hospital. 
 

Starting in April, Morendo continued to bear more and more weight on his left leg. 
By mid April we were able to trim his rt. front, carefully, quickly, and by literally holding him 
up. We reset his special shoe. As the ground started to thaw, and grass slowly appeared 
through the ground that probably thought it would never feel the warmth of the sun, 
Morendo got further and further out of the barn. He was actually limping out of the barn and 
he was completely off Bute and antibiotics. Morendo loved going outside. I tried to do his 
treatments and soaking outside. I could lead him out and actually turn his lose while I 
heated the water and got the soak and poultice ready. He had developed a skin infection 
similar to rainrot probably from the therapeutic oils that the massage therapist had used. 
Perhaps the weight and warmth of the blanket and the oils lead to this. But now I also had to 
give full Betadine baths and treat his skin. Now it was only taking 45 minutes each way but 
we were there for 2 hours with the hand walking as he seemed to want to venture further 
and further and could no longer be turned lose.  

 
Nothing seemed more pleasurable to Morendo than to be outside. He loved to 

graze and I will never forget the first time he rolled. I could no longer turn him lose as he 
would wander off to much now with his new found freedom. He was like a little kid! The 
ground was thawing but he was on top of it, not beneath it and each week he seemed to 
improve a little more. His swelling was still large but it was not anywhere near as hot and I 
was down to only needed a tub of poultice a week. After I washed the poultice off and 
before we soaked him I would just sit out in a chair while he ate grass. Every blade that he 
ate seemed like a miracle, like I was dreaming. Sometimes he would take a step almost like 
a normal horse and we would do double takes. He needed to be out more now, twice a day 
at least. It seemed to improve his spirits daily but the care and the time was wearing 
severely on my health. I had to move Morendo closer to my own home. I wished so that I 
had a place to keep him right near me without having to drive all the time. But that was not 
to be and the people that owned the farms that gave him and many others foster care were 
wonderful. 
 

Again there was to be a ship. This time about 45 min and that was what it took. 
Even though he was still technically lame, I was no where near as worried. He had showed 
me that he could do it, that he wanted to face anything that came along. So he left the loving 
home of Diana and Wayne Renfer and went to the loving home of Lisa Leogrande. It was 
May 8th. Lisa gave him the patio suite stall where he could look out over his stall guard right 
outside. He deserved the feel the sunshine as much as possible. We started to talk about 
when he would get better not if. I had contacted a vet that seemed interested in helping us 
and possibly donating some services. I fedexed the x-rays and records as well as a 
videotape. I left him over a dozen messages and he didn’t return them. I had also sent a 
copy of the videotape to the vet that had told me to call him when the ground thawed. He left 
a message on my answering machine saying that it was nothing less than amazing”. 
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We did a full trim the end of May and he was bearing full weight on his leg to a point 
where we could trim his feet very well and reset his shoe again. The idea was to keep 
supporting the heel and raising his angle a little at a time. I was running low on money and a 
friend had told WF Young, the maker of Absorbine products including the poultice that I had 
used so much of about Morendo. They sent me several tubs for free and were incredibly 
supportive. 
 

I hand walked and grazed Morendo for a month and a half. I saw him everyday so it 
was hard to tell how much improvement he was making, but people that hadn’t seen him for 
a couple of weeks were astounded. I had been using a special formula of reducine and hoof 
dressing on his hooves. That plus the protein and calcium in his diet I believe was helping 
him grow more hoof. He had about 4 inches of new growth from his coronary band. 
However in mid June the new hoof started to separate from the old hoof horizontally. The 
crack literally opened when he walked. I had no idea what would happen if his lower hoof 
with the shoe fell off. I had no idea what was under it. Was there enough new growth to 
protect the bones and sensitive tissue? I did not know what to do. Several blacksmiths 
looked at him and didn’t want to touch him. I didn’t blame them. I didn’t know if I needed a 
vet or a blacksmith more. I felt very alone and very scared. I didn’t want to lose him now. 
Not now when he was walking, grazing, feeling the warmth of the sun. He started becoming 
lamer when he walked. I was reluctant to walk him even though I knew how important it was 
to him. I tried to duct tape his foot on, binding time. 
 

That night I lost a lot of sleep, waiting and hoping that an answer would come to me.  
The next morning on impulse I called the Cornell Farrier School. I spoke to a Mike 
Wildenstein and tried to explain the story as I am trying now. With a fatherly, almost hopeful 
tone he said that if I could get the horse there that he would take a look at him. I asked him 
if tomorrow was possible.  It was. I will not forget how great it felt to finally have a 
professional willing to talk to me, more or less been willing to help me. 
 

It would be another ship but there was no other choice. I called Mike that afternoon 
and left a message that Morendo’s x-rays were with a vet in that area and that he might 
want to look at them to understand the gravity of what this horse was going through. I also 
told him that I was going to bring Morendo home with me. I would not leave him to be 
euthanized there.  It would take an hour each way. I wrapped his legs and duct taped his 
hoof on. My mother went with me and Milt shipped him in that original stock trailer that he 
had ridden in when his situation was so critical. He walked right on all four legs seemingly 
without a care in the world. I thought about how far he had come. I thought about how far I 
had come. I was beginning to feel better as well. The chest pain was better. Breathing was 
still difficult but manageable. I realized how Morendo had helped me realize again how 
precious life is, not perfect just precious. 
 

I was heading into a professional atmosphere. Up to this time professional opinions 
had been rationally pessimistic. A 1% chance, a grave prognosis. In that stock trailer was a 
horse that for the past 6 months had defied that prognosis. Who munched his hay and 
soaked up the sunshine while we discussed his condition. Who had learned he could walk 
again as I learned that I could breath, different and not perfect but able. 
 

When we arrived at Cornell there were 4 farrier students and one vet student there 
all with cameras. They knew we were coming.  As I led Morendo off the trailer I asked Mike 
if he had seen the x-rays. He said that he had. So I said “so you know what is under this 
bandage” .He said that he did, that he had a whole drawer full of bones like what Morendo’s 
probably were like. I smiled and said that if the bones were in his drawers that it wasn’t 
encouraging. But I unwrapped him and cameras started to flash. I turned my boy over to 
Mike Wildenstein and I will never regret it.  With the calmness and wisdom that I had sensed 
over the phone Mike literally took off Morendo’s old foot and pared down to his new foot and 
virgin frog.  Before I had brought him down I had asked him for an estimate because 
HHRYA”s funds were limited and neither HHRYA or I could afford something astronomical. 
He had said $30 for the trim. After Mike trimmed him down, he realized that Morendo had 
enough foot to actually put a shoe on.  We spoke about options. I had to choose the one I 
could afford.  He soaked him in white lightening and white vinegar and I have continued to 
use that since. He decided on a size 5 mule shoe with a long bar trailer.  
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Morendo was munching hay from a hay net but I knew he had to go to the 

bathroom. But as usual he wanted to wait until he got home. Mike said that a horse that 
looks and acts as healthy as Morendo did does not have a raving infection courses through 
his system, and that if he wasn’t a Standardbred that he probably wouldn’t be here. He said 
they are as tough as nails. I gave him a hug and thanked him for saving his life. He said that 
it looked like I had already done that. He only charged $50. for the whole thing. I later sent 
him a gift certificate for Across The Anvil when I ordered more White Lightening.I will always 
be thankful to Mike for not telling me that there was no hope, but for just doing what could 
be done with the hope that it might make a difference. 
 

Lisa had been very anxious to see Morendo come home and she started to cry 
when we pulled in. She had affirmed my thoughts in that if it was the end that we wanted to 
bury him there. But when Morendo got off the trailer, he was standing and walking more 
upright then ever and his biggest concern was again that he had to go to the bathroom.  We 
kept him on stallrest for a few days after that and he pulled off his shoe in the stall. But on 
the third day we started hand walking him again, Morendo had become a bit of a challenge 
to handwalk. Without much notice he would leap up in the air on his hind legs or kick out 
friskily at you. I had been grazing him in a pasture of about 3 acres and we had made it 
around the entire circumference. It was approaching the day of reckoning. Total freedom. 
Morendo seemed to be a very smart horse, he seemed to know how to adapt and protect 
himself. Even when he rolled, instead of rolling over to the side where he knew that he 
would not be able to get up. He would lie down, roll on one side, pivot over with his front 
legs out in front of him, roll on that side, pivot back and then get up. It was time and my 
heart was in my mouth. 
I fenced in a small corner of the pasture with caution tape and several days after he came 
back from Cornell I unhooked the lead from the halter. I will never forget that day it was 
June 15th, almost 6 months from the first day I saw him with a massive infection and three 
legged lame. But he still had that look, the look like it was just an inconvenience, life goes 
on. 
 

For the next several weeks, I kept expanding Morendo paddock. He still was careful 
and I grew to believe that he was smart and wise enough to take care of himself. I started 
turning him out with some other gentle retired Standardbred geldings and for the first time I 
saw Morendo as a horse. I still often did double takes as I saw him walk, almost completely 
sound. The coronary band was still larger than normal, still open and draining a little and his 
foot was still quite heavy. The children at the barn named him Big Foot. They loved to pet 
him, could trust him completely, go into his stall and pet him without fear and he loved them 
and he loved them back with a gentleness and kindness often not seen even in people. 
 

Mike had showed me an easier way to soak with a tractor inner tube and I started 
poulticing it less often. He graduated from pampers to pull-ups for wound protection from dirt 
and manure and sometimes we would either leave the area open or he would get his 
diapers off in the pasture. Lisa was kind enough not to complain about all the diapers in her 
pasture that Mr.Houdini had gotten off during the day. He had gained good weight and his 
skin infection was cleared up. He was starting to look and act like one of the boys. 

 
The end of June the blacksmith came and replaced Mike’s shoe. He made the 

trailer shorter on the bar, but still kept Mike Wildenstein’s engraved name on it. I always 
thought that was pretty classy and he didn’t charge us anything. Morendo still got it off two 
days later.  I started to breathe a little; maybe he really was going to pull through. I even 
started taking a day or two off from his care. Lisa took good care of him and she would let 
me know if something came up. There were almost 20 horses in the program at the time. I 
had found great homes for quite a few but I was getting tired and needed to concentrate on 
getting better myself. I had been awarded disability but was living on less than $900. a 
month. Morendo had to start getting better on his own, both for financial reasons and my 
own physical limitations that had always been lurking in the background. Thank God my 
illness wasn’t fatal, although I had been close, but it sure had made things a lot harder. But I 
have often realized that if I hadn’t gotten sick, that my life wouldn’t have changed so much. I 
may never have called Anne McCloskey , never met so many great people and horses, and 
never watched Morendo graze so peacefully and happily in the sunshine. So much I would 
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have missed. 
 

But it was not meant to be. My brother and his family were visiting from California 
and they wanted to go to Niagara Falls. Three days would be the longest I had left Morendo 
at one time. The Falls were great but when I came back Morendo did not seem right. It was 
a Wednesday. I was beginning to know Morendo very well and the next two days Morendo’s 
condition worsened. His entire leg from the coronary band straight up through his forearm 
got very swollen. He had a bump on the front of his chest of unknown origin. For the first 
time since March he was off his feed and spiking temps. His temp at night went up to 104 
and the morning it was down to 101. He stood in the back of his stall and pawed holes in the 
sand. For the first time since I saw him in December he looked he looked sick, but not 
curiously lamer. I tried to keep his temp under control with Bute and cool baths. I cold hosed 
his leg. Had it gone systemic after all this time? 
 

I was numb and petrified at the same time. I had actually believed that he was going 
to be OK. It couldn’t be that this was how it was going to end. I had no more money and was 
at a loss again. I needed a vet or a miracle or something. But all vets had pretty much 
abandoned me. I contacted Anne and told her of the seriousness of the situation. She told 
me to go ahead and do what ever I thought needed to be done. That she would find a way 
to pay for it even if she had to pay for it out of her own pocket.  That Thursday was another 
sleepless night. I couldn’t let him down, even when he seemed to be giving up. Except 
Morendo still wanted to go outside.  

 
I turned him out Friday alone in the pasture and just laid in the grass near him. He 

kept coming over to me and would pass by me like a giant dinosaur would pass by a mouse, 
but he never walked on me. I was never scared. I asked him what he wanted me to do, what 
I could do to help him. I went home and called a vet that had been recommended to me that 
I might try. It was late in the afternoon and she couldn’t see him until Monday. She knew of 
the horse, had seen the Newspaper article and heard about our Association. I told her that I 
did not think he would make it until Monday. She agreed to put up some emergency 
antibiotics for the weekend and I picked up penicillin and injectable Gentocin. I had ordered 
more White lightening and had asked WF Young if they could send more poultice. The 
village came alive again. All weekend we watched over him, he had to have three injections 
a day. We checked his temp often, he still spiked in the evening and was not eating, not 
even carrots. It was a very long weekend and I was so anxious to have the vet come 
Monday afternoon. Part of me didn’t want her to come, to tell me that it was over, maybe 
even today was the day he was going to be put down. 
 

Dr. Foltman wasn’t overly optimistic but she like Mike Wildenstein was willing to 
work with us. She suggested putting him on a powerful gram negative antibiotic, finishing 
the penicillin and gentocin, and flushing with Nolvasan. And/Or we could take x-rays.  I 
remembered what had happened after the last x-rays. No one would have thought that a 
horse with those pictures would be walking 2 months late. New x-rays weren’t going to help 
him and they sure wouldn’t change my course of action. So we went for the antibiotics. For 
the rest of July I went out twice a day, to soak, poultice, flush, give injections and love him. 
Morendo fought back and the beginning of August he was better than he had ever been. He 
even started cantering and trotting in the pasture. He would rear up and toss his head 
defiantly as if he had defied the Gods and won. He started gaining his weight back and we 
were in big trouble if we didn’t bring carrots!  He now has two front bar shoes on and goes 
out with his pasture buddies every day. As of this writing he has not gotten the shoes off. 
 

We are not sure what caused this episode, could it have been related to the 
infection or was it something viral. All I can say is that it was a nasty storm.  Two days ago I 
noticed a small hole in his sole. He is not lame on it; I can put my finger up into it up to the 
first knuckle. I’ve started soaking it again and packing it with icthamol. I spoke to Dr. 
Foltman and we decided to run him on the methodiazole again to be on the safe side. I 
called Mike Wildenstein at Cornell. He agreed with our farrier’s recommendation of putting 
either a full pad on or a therapeutic plate.  Mike also advised x-rays to see how deep the 
hole went. I explained that I would love to have a vet donates some x-rays, but not only 
have x-rays almost led me to chose euthanasia, but I honestly couldn’t, or could HHRYA 
afford x-rays and treatments. I opted for what would help Morendo and he is now happily 
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content turned out in his field with a full pad. As always the village will watch over him. He 
has given us so much. Will he pull through this one as well? It seems minor, but it sure 
makes you realize that life is never smooth. The waves of the ocean, although exciting and 
beautiful to watch can knock you down, and hopefully you can find your footing again before 
the next wave knocks you down again. All the while the ocean and life are truly magnificent. 
 

Two new horses came in last weekend, the mare needs cold hosing and hand 
walking for tendonitis, and the other needs weight and training to saddle. A beautiful liver 
chestnut trotter came in a couple of weeks ago and is retraining to saddle just beautifully. 
He is in the process of being adopted but I am running low on energy, health and funds so I 
hope I can keep going. Now there are too many to let down. 
 

As each new horse comes in Morendo heralds them from the pasture. Our statue of 
liberty, of hope that there is life after retirement, after injury. Maybe that was why he was 
meant to live. 
 

A recent scan has shown that the Bronchiolitis Obliterans with organizing 
pneumonia is infiltrating my lungs again and I need to start on prednisone again But you 
know its really only an inconvenience, life goes on, and it is precious, not perfect, but 
precious. A wise horse and a village of support have taught me that and I will be forever 
grateful. 

                                  Kate 
Starr  

              _____________________________ 
                                                  CNY Placement Coordinator  

                                           Harness Horse Retirement and Youth Association 
                                         And Morendo Hanover’s friend 

 


